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Introduction

Here,thelexical
generalisation
is:whenenjoytakesan
artifact
as
an
object,
then
the
event
thatenjoy
predicates
A parsimonious
lexiconmustencodegeneralisatious
over
is
determined
by
the
default
relic
role,
or
purpose,
of
(e.g.,
[9]).Onethenneedsto reason
aboutwhenthese
that
artifact.
Telic
roles
are
conventionalised
in
the
lexiapply.A general
consensus
is thatan operation
known
con,as part of the qualia for the lexical entry. The qualia
as default inheritanceis useful for this ([2, 4, 8, I0, II],
represents
properties of the artifact, such as what it’s
and others). A frequent motivation for using it, is to
made
of,
what
one does with it, and so on. So the lexical
capture the overriding of regularities by subreg’~t~xities
entry
for
book
includes a path QUALIA:TELIC:PRED:read,
in a computationally ei~cient m~nner. Information need
because
the
default
telic role of books is to be read.
only be stated once, instead of manytimes in each sepTherefore,
when
the
generalisation concerning enjoy is
arate word,anddefault
inheritance
ensures
thatwords
specified
in
the
lexicon,
default inheritance predicts that
inherit
theright
information.
enjoy
the
book
means
enjoy
reading the book. Default
inButthere’s
a problem
withthis.
Manylexical
generalheritance
also
predicts
that
the
same
entry
for
enjoy
in
isations
areofthesortwhere
there
areexceptions
tothe
enjoy
the
film
yields
enjoy
seeing
the
film,
because
the
rules,
whicharetriggered
byinformation
whichresides
outside
thelexicon.
In particular,
pragmatic
knowledge default telic role of ~Im.qis to be seen.
Briscoe et al [4, 7] argue for conventionalising cercantrigger
exceptions
anddefault
inheritance
doesn’t
tain
aspects of metonymy
(but see [16] for an alternative
communicate
properly
withpragmatics
to encode
this.
view):
for
example,
(2)
is
strange, even if the doorstop
Inthispaper,
we’ll
consider three
examples
where
this
is
a
book:
occurs:
logical
metonymy
(e.g.,
enjoythebookmeansenjoyreading
thebook),
adjectives
(e.g.,
theinterpretation
(2)
?Johnenjoyed
thedoorstop.
oflastinfastcar,lastmotorT#ay,
fast typist
etc.),
and
noun-verb
agreement.
We’llarguefora newversion
of But the above generalisation about enjoy has exceptions
default inheritance, whichallows default results of lexiwhich are triggered by pragmatic knowledge,such as incal generalisations to persist as default beyondthe lexformation about the domain. (3a) means (3b).
icon. We’ll showthat this persistence can be exploited
a. The goat enjoyed the book.
(3)
by the pragmatic component, to reason about when generalisations encodedin the lexicon survive in a discourse
b. The goat enjoyed eating the book.
context. We’ll represent the link between the lexicon
c. The goat enjoyed reading the book.
and pragmatics via two axioms. These will predict the
pragmatic
exceptions
tolexical generalisations
thatarise But if one encodes metonymyusing only default unifiin a discourse
context.
We thereby
explain
howwords cation in the lexicon, then one predicts that (3a), like
areinterpreted
in discourse,
in a waythatneither
the (la), means (3c). This is because the operation c~nnot
see information--like domainknowledgethat goats don’t
lexicon
norpragmatics
couldachieve
on theirown.
read--that resides outside the lexicon. Nor does it com2
Generalisations with Exceptions
municate to the other componentsof the grammarwhich
Briscoe et a/[4] and Copestake and Briscoe [7], among generalisations can have exceptions, and which can’t. So
others, showhow to encode certain aspects of metonymy the pragmatic componentwon’t be able to override the
result of default -niflcation in (3a), becauseby this stage,
(e.g., (la) means(lb)) via default ImiAcation;one
it’s not markedas defensible.
popular methodsfor implementing default inheritance.
There are three ways in which one might preserve the
a. John enjoyed the book.
(1)
existing default nniflcation account of logical metonymy,
b. John enjoyed reading the book.
while interpreting (3a) correctly. First, one could assume
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selectional restrictions on read; if the agents of reading
events must be human, then default ,-ilqcation would
detect
theconflict
between
theagentthegoat,andthe
expansion of the metonymyvia the telic role of books.
However,it’s not viable to assumethat this selectional
restriction is non-default: sentences such as The goat
read the book aren’t ungrammatical. So one would have
to makethe selectional restriction defensible. But then,
the non-default information that the goat is the agent
wouldoverride this. Thus the selectional restriction is
rendered impotent, and (3a) still means(3c).
A second way of bypassing the problem, would be to
encode every bit of information that can affect lexical
generalisations in the lexicon itself. So the fact that
goats don’t read wouldbe part of the lexical entry goat.
Then default unification would in principle produce the
right interpretation of (3a). But it wouldbe unreasonable to assume that domain knowledge such as goats
don’t read is conventionalised. Representing all domain
knowledgein the lexicon would makeit unwieldy.
A final strategy would be to encode in the pragmatic
component,that a/l results of default -nification are
overridable. But this doesn’t do justice to the fact that
somelexical
generalisations
arenotdefault,
whileothers are.Thepragmatic
component
mustbe awareof
these differences. Andso default ,ni6cation must communicate this information to pragmatics; in other words,
default results of default --ification must persist as default, beyondthe boundaries of the lexicon.
Similar problems ~wlse with adjectives. Pustejovsky
[19] and others have argl~ed against distinct lexical entries for fast, for eachof its sensesin fast car, fast typist,
fast motor~ayand so on. Rather, it is possible to assumejust a single lexical entry entry for fast, whereits
different senses arise from the process of syntagmaticcocomposition. Copestake and Briscoe [7] show how this
can be coded with default ,-i6cation. The lexical generalisation is muchlike that for enjo~ an adjective like
¯ fast predicates over the relic role of the artifact. So default unification predicts that fast car meansa car ~#hich
goes fast, andfast typist meansa typist ~#hotypes fast,
via the sameentry for fast.
But as before, there are exceptions to this generalisation, which are triggered by the discourse context. In
(4), fast typist meanstypist whoruns fast, and not typist
t#ho types fast.

componentis unawarethat interpreting fast tFpist as a
typist t#ho tTp~fast is a default.
A third example concerns agreement, z Group nouns
such as committeecan take singular or plural agreement.
The agreement used can have semantic effects: singular
agreement indicates that the property denoted by the
verb phrase applies to the group as a whole; whereas
plural agreementindicates that it applies to membersof
the group. This generalisation predicts the semantic differences between(Sa) and (5b); (5c) is unacceptable
cause of the agreement constraints imposed by the word
(5)

a.

The committee gets £20,000 per annum.
The whole group gets one lump ~um.
b. The committee get £20,000 per annum.
Each membergets £ ~0,000.
c. .?The committee gets £20,000 per annum

Copestake [6] showshowone can predict these semantics
effects of agreementvia default unification. She demonstrates that the ’distributive’ sense of committeecan be
coerced from the ’collective’ sense. The constraints on
agreement for these entries then predict which entry of
committee should be used in building logical form. And
because of the different semantic componentsof the two
senses, the semantic effects are accountedfor.
But there are exceptions to the above generalisations,
which are triggered by the discourse context. Copestake
[6] points out thatsports commentatorstend to use phiral agreement, even whenassigning the verbal property
to the ’collective’ sense:
(6)

Forfar are a goodside.

LOBcorpus.

And uttering (7) in reference to Thatcher’s term
PrimeIV[ini.qter is a joke, rather than ungrammatical:
(7)
3

The government was a grandmother.
Default
Unification
Pragmatics

Tailored

for

It wouldbe useful to modifyexisting lexical tools so that
the recent ground gained in lexical productivity is not
lost, but instead improved, through providing a communication link betweenthe lexicon and other components.
If the lexicon tells the other componentsof the system
a. All the office personnel took part in the
(4)
which generalisations can be overridden, then one could
companysports day last week.
improve the interpretation of words in a discourse conb. Oneof thetypists
wasa goodathlete, text, over what either componentcan do alone.
but the other was struggling to finl.qh the
But the versions of default unification in [3, 5, 6] don’t
courses.
permit defaults to persist beyond the lexicon. So the
c. The fast typist camefirst in the IOOm.
other componentsdon’t knowwhat’s overridable. This
meansthatpragmatics
can’ttreat(la)vs (3a)and
This creates problems with the default --ification acvs (6)differently;
norcanit predict
whenfasttypist
counts of lexical org~A-i-qation,wherethe default results
don’t persist as such beyondthe lexicon. The pragmatic
tThanks
toAnnCopestake
forpointing
metothisdata
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Figure h Some examples of PDU
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means tvp/st whoruns fast, rather than ~p~t who
fast A second problem is that default ,mi6cation, with
the exception of [20], is order dependent. But in a discourse situation, one cannot always predict which pieces
of information are to be -ni6ed, in advan~of starting
the discourse parsing process. So providing an interface
between discourse processing and order dependent lexical processing wouldhave to take into account the order
in which the lexical operations are done, and this immeusely complicates the reasoning task.
Lascarides eta/. [13] have defined an order independent form of default --16cation over typed feature structures (TFSS). This solves the above two problems. Defaults in the lexicon petit under this operation, in the
sense that one can distinguish in the semantic form that
is sent to the pragmatic component,which parts are default. Becauseof this, the operation is knownas Persistent Default Unification (PDU).
Copestake and Briscoe [7] show howPDUencodes lexical generalisations in a similar ~er to previous default unification accounts. But the link between PDU
and pragmatic reasoning hasn’t been investigated; we
present somepreliminary results here.
PDUuses a slashed notation for partially defeasible Fss, where values to the left of the slash are indefeasible and those to the right defeasible (inde/easible/de/easible). Weabbreviate this to/de/e~ible where
the indefeasible value is T, and omit the slash whenthe
defeasible and indefeasible values are the same. So for
example, the FS (8) states that the value on the feature
F is by default G:a, although that there is a value on F
is nondefault:

[-,--,-,-,
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prod m /w~tah
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Figure 2: The Telic Roles of Artifacts
¯ ~’oer~lnK
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Figure 3: The Generalisations for Verbs like Enjoy

Having
encoded
generalisations
abouttelicrolesvia
PDU,Copestake
andBriscoe
[7]showhowto statethe
lexical
generalisation
concerning
enjoy,
whichexploits
relicroles.As mentioned
before,
it is:enjoy predicates
overthetelic
roleoftheartifact.
Thisiscaptured
inFigure
3: thecoercion
of enjoy,
fortaking
artifacts
as opposed
to events
as objects,
is represented
as internalto the verbsemantics
(cf.[12]).Whenenjoy
takesanartifact
denoting
object,
theevent
thatisenviathetelic
role,asindicated
by
Whena default
valuesurvives
PDU(notated
<~),it does joyedisinstantiated
~ in Figure
3. Reentrancies
always
surso withtheslashnotation.
Thedetails
of PDUdon’t thereentrancy
whenPDU is usedto buildthe
concern
ushere;they’re
in [13].
Someoftheresults
of vivein PDU.Therefore,
TFS
representing
the
phrase
enjoy
thebook,
theresult
is
PDU aregiven
in Figure
1, however.
Theseindicate
that
therebyyielding
the inPDUvalidates
defeat
of Defeasible
ModusPonens
(DMP), SEM:ARG2:ARGI:PRED:/read,
andSpecificity
(i.e.,
defeasible
values
onmorespecific terpretation enjoy reading the book. PDU worksin a simtypesoverride
defeasible
oneson moregeneral
types). lar fashion on be@/nthe beer, enjoy the fi/m, and so on.
PDUcanforInthebasisofan inheritance
account
of The important thing to note is that the slash notation
lexical
organisation.
Lascarides
et al[13]showhowto has survived in PDU: the fact that enjoy the book means
encode
theinheritance
oftelicrolesinPDU(Figure
2); enjoy reading the book is thus markedas default. This is
theinheritance
isdefault
because
thetelic
roleof"lit- in contrast to other inheritance accounts.
erature"
willberead,butforthesubclass
ofreference Wecan exploit this when building the compositional
semantic representation. We’ll use DRT,since it underlies
books
it’srefer-to.
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the pragmatic componentDICE [14, 15], that we’ll llnk
the lexicon to. Weassumethat DRS-conditionsthat arise
from elements on the arts of the slash notation are embeddedin an operator *, and this will affect their truth
conditional status. So the logical form of (la) derived
2via PDUis (la’):
(1)

a. John enjoyed the book.
e,e’,z,~,t

¯ Goats Don’tRead: goat(z)>-~read(e,z,y)

john(:)
en3oy(
e, :, e’)
a’. boo~(~)
~d(e,t)
t -~ now

*,zad(e’,
z, ~)
Wenow have the task of assigning DRS-conditious of
the form ,4) a model theoretic semantics, which must
reflect that they’re derived by defaults. PDU
is formalised
in a conditional logic. So the way defaults behave in
PDUis determined by constraints on a function *, from
worlds and propositions to propositions..(w,p) encodes
what according to w, normally follows from p. So, let
K be DRS,and let K- be the DRSK with all the DRSconditions of the from .~ removed. Then we can de6ne
the semanticsof *4) as follows:
¯ M, w ~I *4) in DRSK just in case for all ~’ in
*(w, [K-I), there is a g _~ f such that M,w’~ 4).
DRSconditions of the form .4) aren’t asserted to be true
in the actual world w. So in (la’), the logical semantics
doesn’t entail that the event that was enjoyedwas a readlag; however,it does entail that aa event was enjoyed by
John. Thus we have u~ilised the fact that defaults persist, by assi~rning default results of PDUa different truth
conditional status in logical semantics, than the indefeasible results. It is nowup to the pragmatic component,
to see whether read should be pragmatically inferred.
We’ll cometo this shortly.
Copestake and Briscoe [7] treat fast in exactly the
same way as enjozt. They argue that the tellc role of
typbt is [x][t~tpe(e,z)], where z is coindexed with the
’normal’ variable. But this is defensible: it’s on the ms
of the slash. Wecan now encode the truth conditional
effects of this: the DRSfor fa~t t~ist involves:

(9)
4

read, and the information used to compute the rhetorical links between the segments of discourse. DICEuses
the default logic Commonsense
Entailment (c~.) [1]
integrate the various knowledgeresources. This logic
exploits conditions of the form: A > B, which mean Zf
A then normalll/B. So one could represent goats don’t
read as the schema:

[x][typ~t(x)
f~t(e) ^ ,~pe(e, x)
Linking The Lexicon to Pragmatics

We’ll link PDUin the lexicon to a theory of pragmatics: specifically DICE(Discourse in Commousense
Entailment, [14, 15]). This is a modelof discourse interpretation which encodes domainknowledgelike goats don’t
2Onecould use a Parsons’ like notation [17] to further
refine this, so that the predicate read is markedas default,
whereasthe fact the agent of e’ is Johnand the object is the
bookis non-default. Wegloss over this here. Moreoverfor
ease of presentation, we have ommittedWFFS
of the form .~
when~ also holds.
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The nommonotonicvalidity (~) has several nice properties. Thereaxe only three that axe relevant here: first, it
validates DMP:if one default applies and its consequent
is consistent with the KB,then it’s nonmonotonicallyinferred. Second, it validates the Penguin Principle: if
conflicting defaults have their antecedents verified, then
the consequentof the default with the most specific antecedent is preferred. Finally, for each deduction A~B
there is a corresponding embeddeddefault in the object
language, ~(A, B). So "I(A, B) means A~B.
To link the PDUtreatment of lexical productivity to
pragmatic knowledge, we add two axioms to DICE.First,
Defaults Survive captures the intuition that defaults in
the lexicon normallysurvive at the discourse level:
¯ Defaults
Survive:
,4)> 4)
Second,
we needan axiomthatensures
thatwhenthe
consequents
ofdiscourse
processing
andlexical
process~ngconflict,
thediscourse
processing
wins.
Thisiswhat
happens
in (3a),forexample.
ThePDUprediction
that
theeventenjoyed
wasa reading,
is overridden
by the
conflicting
pragmatic
information
stipulated
in the>ruleGoatsDon’tRead.LetKBhbe obtained
fromthe
knowledge
baseKB,by removing
alltheDRSconditions
oftheform.4)(hstands
for"hardinformation").
Then
Discourse
Winsstates:
whenthisKB yieldsa nonmonotonicconclusion
~, thennormally
thissurvives
theKB
withconditions
like,4)added
toit:
¯ Discourse
Wins: (*4) A 3(KBh,
@))> ~b
This rule is called Discourse Wins, because by the PenPrinciple with Defaults Survive, if ~ conflicts with
4), then ~ is nonmonotonically inferred and @is not,
even if .4) was in the KB: in other words, the clues from
discourse context, if there axe any, override conflicting
results of PDU.
Let’s nowinvestigate howthis affects the interpretation of the above examples. First, consider (la). There
are no >-rules which give information about the kinds
of things that John enjoys. Consequently, the only
>-rule thatapplies
in DICEis Defaults
Survive,
with
~,z,y)substituted
*read(¢
intheantecedent.
SobyDMP,
onepragmatically
infers
thatJohnenjoyed
reading
the
book.OnecouldrevisetheDRS(la~) accordingly
by
replacing *read(e’,z,~l) withread(e’,z,~/), butwe gloss
overthis. Nowcompare
thiswith(3a).DMPwithrespect toKBhonGoats
Don’t
Readyields
-~read(e’,z, ~1).

So 2(KBh,"~(e’,z, y))holds.So bothDefaults
SurviveandDiscourse
Winshavetheirantecedents
verified.Theserules conflict (the consequentof the former
is re~(e~, z, y) and the consequentof the latter is its
negation). So by the PenguinPrinciple, -~read(e’, z, y)
inferred. Wewould need more >-rules to infer that the
event enjoyed is an eating. But this does showthat we
haven’t obtained an unintuitive interpretation of (3a),
contrast to the purely lexical account of metonymy.
This account provides further motivation for conventionalising some aspects of metonymy.For suppose we
were to compute metonymy8olely within pragmatics.
Then we would need to replace the information in Figurea 2 and 3 with >-rules in DICE.Such a strategy is
technically possible, but represent~ion wouldbe trickier. For example, to interpret (3a) correctly, the domain knowledgethat goats don’t read must win over the
~-rules concerning generalisations about enjo~ on telic
roles. This meansthat the antecedent of this rule would
have to be more specific, otherwise the logic won’t resolve the conflict in the right way. So Goats Don’t Read
wouldhave to be replaced with something like (10):

vs (Sb)). The details can’t be given here for reasons
space. But sentences like (6) and (7) indicate that
lexical g~neralisation must at best be defeasible. One
shouldn’t loosen the constraints between agreement and
semantic effects completelyin the lexicon. For this would
forfeit the explanation of why(Sa) is different from(5b).
Wewouldhave to replace the lexical account of this difference with a pragmatic one. But intuitively, the pragmatic context is neutral in this case (unlii~e (6), where
the verbal property is one where it only makessense to
apply it to the group as a whole;similarly for (7)).
PDUand DICEoffer an alternative to loosening the
connection betwen agreement and semantics completely
in the lexicon. Let the semantic componentsof the distributive and collective senses of group nouns be de/e~~ble~ Giventhe above link to DICE,this defeasible constraint is then in principle overridable by the discourse
context. So in principle, a group noun could take plural agreement and yet the verbal property be assigned
to the group as a whole; or it could take singular agreement,, and yet the verbal property be assigned to the
membersof the group. Defaults Survive and Discourse
Wins would tell us exactly when this happens. If the
(I0) (e,,jo~(e,
e’)^ ~e.t(e’,
z)A g~t(z)
discourse context is neutral as to whether the PDUpreo#j,ct(e’,
~)A l~tem~r,(~))
> --,~(e’) diction on semantics should survive or not, then via DMP
Spreading
theloadbetween
pragmatics
andthelexicon, on Defaults Survive it survives. This is what happensin
andhavingcommunication
linksbetween
them,allows (Sa) vs (Sb); here the pragmatic context is neutral about
what the verbal property should be assigned to (i.e., from
us to’loosen
up’howwerepresent
information.
Nowconsider
(4).In thisdiscourse
context,/aat
t~- a pragmatic point of view, getting £~0,000 per annum
/st means t~ip~t whoruns/ast, rather than tVp~t who could apply either to a group or individuals). So (5a)
and (5b) are interpreted as intuitions dictate.
types/~t. The above two axioms in DICE can capture
Onthe other hand in (6), the pragmatic context isn’t
this. DICEis equipped with knowledgewhich allows one
neutral:
being a good side normally applies to teams
to computethe rhetorical connections---such as Elaborsrather
than
individuals. If this is encodedin DICE,then
~on, Narration and Contrast, amongothers~that convia
the
Penguin
Principle, the PDUprediction that the
nect the meaningsof segmentsof text together [14, 15].
verbal
property
applies to the membersof the group is
So assume that the rules in DICEencode the intuitive
overridden by this discourse information. Wethus corattachment of (4c) to (4a,b). Then the definite NP
rectly predict that (6) is about the team as a whole,
successfully refer to a unique referent from(4a,b). Since
rather than the individual memebers. The PDUresults
there are two typists, whohave been differentiated only
on the grounds of their athletic ability, accommodating are similarly overriddenin (7).
Pollard and Sag [18] propose that agreement is largely
the uniquenesscondition is possible only if/nat is equated
pragmatic. Throughusing persistent defaults in the lexiwithathletic ability. Thus~( K B~,, /~st( ~) Arun( e~, z)
con, we are able to conventionalise someaspects of agreeholds (where tFp~t(z) E KBh). So Defaults Survive
Discourse Wins both apply, and they have the consement, without rnlih~ out the exceptions that are trigquents tFpe(et,z) and run(e~,z) respectively. Ass-mlng gered by pragmatic information. In essence, PDUconventionalises what happens when the discourse context
that e’ can’t be both a typing and a r~mnln~,these rules
is ’neutral’, without forfeiting the impact of pragmatics.
conflict. Andso by the PenguinPrinciple, run(e~,z)
nonmonotonicallyinferred. In contrast, in ’neutral’ disBriscoe et ~ [4] claim that the lexical generalisations
course contexts, DMPon Defaults Survive will yield that
are only cancelled in discourse contexts that are infor/~t t~jpist meanstgp~t ~ho types/ast.
mationally rich. Wehave illuminated in a formal setting
Nowwe return back to the semantic effects of agreeexactly what this means. According to Defaults Survive
and Discourse Wins, a lexical generalisation *~ can be
ment on collective nouns. Wecan use PDUto code the
lexical generalisa¢ion that a collective noun with plucancelled
onlyif ~(KB~,"~).
So a discourse
context
ral agreement normally means that the verbal property
is’informationally
rich’
if,independently
ofalldefault
applies to the membersof the group, whereas with sinlexical
generalisations,
therearediscourse
clues
which
gular agreementit applies to the group as a whole ((5a)
enable
oneto noumonotonically
conclude
theexception.
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So/(Bh can’t be ’neutral’ about the proposition ~b, if it
is to block the lexical generalisation ,~b from surviving
in the discourse context.

5

Conclusion

Manylexical generalisations are of the sort where there
are exceptions to the rules, which ate triggered by in-

formationoutside the lexicon. This poses a challengeto
defaultunificationaccountsof the lexicon.
Usingan accountof lexical org~-i.ationinvolvingpers/stent default unification [13, 7], we showed that links
to a pragmatic component were possible with just two
axioms: the first ensures that lexical generalisations normally apply in a discourse context, while the second ensures that normally, discourse information about how a
word should be interpreted--if
there is any--wins over
defaults from the lexicon. This accounted for exceptions to lexical generalkations in a discourse contex~
in three areas: logical metonymy, adjectives and agreement. Moreover, the axioms clarified in a formal setting
the claim in [4], that exceptions to lexical genera-I~aa,tions can only be triggered by discourse contexts which
are informationally rich.
This is just a first step towards linking lexical and
pragmatic knowledge. Much more needs to be done, to
achieve a robust theory of lexical interpretation in a discourse context. Nevertheless, these first results indicate
the kinds of operations that one needs in both components for them to communicate properly. First in the
lexicon: persistent defaults are useful. Second in pragmatics: the Penguin Pffnciple, and representing information such as A~B in the object language itself are
useful.
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